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ino loyalty is a problem. A 1997 study by
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Indeed, a 1999 Catholic Church report
However, even as the Catholic Church
found that 69% of diocesan bishops believe
tries to make itself more accessible to Lat
Latinos are “highly susceptible” to evange
ino immigrants, it lacks the manpower to
lizing by non-Catholics.
minister to them effectively.' In the U.S.,
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he had never gone to services here and
Mr. Cruz, of the bishops’ conference. And
was feeling lonely and out of sorts when
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. the couple whose heme he was working on
The competition has a much faster turn
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around. For instance, the Hispanic Baptist
Sunday last May. The experience, he says, ■ Theological School in San Antonio takes
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ego and turned me into a new person,” he
pastor. And unlike the Catholic Church,
says, choking back tears. Now, he plans to
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move his family from San Fernando, north ” candidates, the Baptist school accepts “peoof I os Angeles, about 60 miles east to live
nle that have never stepped into a school
near his new church.
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Evangelical Christianity has likewise
Although the Catholic Church does do
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about proselytizing. Meanwhile, the com
early 1980s, he was both Catholic and a
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petition is relentless. “You can start evan
gelizing the minute after you received
a leader of the bank workers’ union in his
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the U.S., they were granted political asy verts among the mostly Mexican clientele.
The Southern Baptists worked the
lum and have become citizens.
blacktop for about two hours. Mr.
• “In Mexico, we went to the Basilica of
Hernández himself used various tactics
the Virgin of Guadalupe to ask for a mira
to persuade people to come to God, includ
cle,” recalls Mr. Hernández. Once in Califor
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“Have you taken Jesus Christ into your
When her sister invited them to attend
heart?” They promised to do just that.
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1987, they were immediately drawn in. Mr. ’
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Hernández stopped drinking, and the cou
ple even ended their beloved salsa-danc
ing sessions. “We thought it wasn’t contrib
uting to our Christian life,” he says. Two
years ago, the Hernándezes switched to
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The Catholic Church, overwhelmed by
the Hispanic community’s booming
growth, has been caught with a severe
shortage of Spanish-speaking priests. Ri
val faiths, meanwhile, have stepped into
the void with a powerful offer: Join us,
and your life will have meaning. They
offer a straightforward guide to live
by-be
.-be virtuous and prosper.
.
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migrant communities, where social prob
lems such as drug addiction, alcoholism
and gang violence are common, and where
links to homeland traditions, includingCatholicism, are weakened as people strug
gle to escape poverty in their new óountry.
Meanwhile, certain Catholic strictures-such as those barring unmarried
couples and those not wed in the church
from taking sacraments-can drive away
Latino immigrants who are sometimes
caught in awkward situations, such ¿s hav
ing one family in the U.S. and another
icross the border.
In the U.S., the Catholic Church has
lost members before, notably among the
Irish. And its angst about the defection of
some Latinos is tempered by overall
growth in church membership, including
Hispanics. In. the 1990s, the number of
Catholics in this country climbed to 64 mil
lion, from 59 million, thanks chiefly to im
migration from Latin America and high
Hispanic birth rates. “Wherever you have
masses in Spanish, churches are full,”
says Ronaldo Cruz^ executive director of

U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops.

